THE TOKEN TO RECOVER YOUR TRADING LOSS

WHITEPAPER
Meaning and story behind Margin Call
MARGIN CALL project with symbol $MC was born on May 19th, 2021, created by a Japanese
millionaire whose account was liquidated on the Okex exchange. Before that, he used to
trade very successfully on derivatives platforms. However, after the strong liquidity of the
Bitcoin price on at the same dated - May 19th, his account was liquidated. He and a few of his
developer friends gathered the remaining assets to create a project with the aim to save the
trader's soul and recover your, they have created the new trend called: "Don't let the
exchange spend your money, let's recover the trading loss together”
Most of the buyers of $MC are those who have traded losses on major exchanges such as
Binance, Okex, Huobi, Bitmex..., with the same goal and mission of "recover the trading loss
together", they all buy this tokens and hold it. Their goal is that each person buys a little,
holds a little bit and shares it with many people, then we can recover our trading loss
together thanks to the strong increase in the price of the token that almost everyone also
love this.
In addition to the financial meaning, $MC also has a social meaning, as it regularly organizes
airdrop programs for individuals who suffer from "margin calls" or heavy losses on
exchanges, with our hope of sharing their pain. The people who receive the airdrop will also
continue the sharing the goal of Margin Call, they will hold $MC without selling, and share
with many people the meaningful and mission of $MC.

Margin call –
token for community and community is owner
$MC was born on May 19th, 2021, MC is the “saver” with “the lighthouse” will lead you to
recover your trading loss and margin call. The founding team token has been locked for a
year. Lock trading pool for 6 months in Dxsale.app, ensuring that the developing team
cannot remove the pool, all games are fair, $MC is token for community and community
self-operated. $MC will be listed in big exchanges with trillion of trading volume per day.

TOKENOMICS

Margin Call Token

Symbol:

$MC

Total supply:

1,000,000,000,000,000

Blockchain:

BSC

Token type:

BEP 20

Compatible wallet systems:

Metamask, Trustwallet

20% - Saver round (seed round)
30% - Lighthouse round (public round)
5% - Foundation
10% - Saving fund
5% - Airdrop
20% - Add liquid on Pancake
10% - Technology development

Specification

Percentage

Number

Saver round (seed round)

20%

200,000,000,000,000

Lighthouse round (public round) 30%

300,000,000,000,000

Foundation

5%

50,000,000,000,000

Saving fund

10%

100,000,000,000,000

Airdrop

5%

50,000,000,000,000

Add liquid on Pancake

20%

200,000,000,000,000

Technology development

10%

100,000,000,000,000

Remark

Lock 1 years

Lock pool 6 months

Token sale model
Specification

Percentage

Price

Number of token sale

Lighthouse round

30%

1BNB = 300,000,000,000 $MC

300,000,000,000,000

Listing price

1BNB = 200,000,000,000 $MC

Mechanism

The token to recover your trading loss

Margin call provide the smart mechanism of
“recover your trading loss” in term of 3 aspects as below:
Strong benefit for token holder
In each trade, the transaction is taxed a 12% fee, which is split in 3 ways
4% fee will be distributed by $MC to all $MC holders to create great value and
benefit for holders. The more $MC you own, the more $MC you will be rewarded
per each transaction. The longer you hold $MC, the more profit you will receive.

Sustainable development
4% fee will be added to the liquidity pool on pancake to ensure the sustainable
development of $MC. With this mechanism, $MC will protect the liquidity volume
for trader.
Liquidity pool will be locked in Dxsale in 6 months and will be listed on other big
exchanges after Pancakeswap

Deflation mechanism
4% fee will be used to buy back $MC and burn in every transaction. With this
smart mechanism, the token supply will be reduced thanks to burning function in
each transaction

Dump Prevention Mechanism
$MC invent a new Dump Prevention Mechanism so the token’s price always
increases.

Transparency and Trust
$MC believe that Trust is the most crucial part of every project so our project will
make everything as Transparent as possible to increase the Trust of our investor.

Roadmap

Q2 - 2021
LAUNCH ON PANCAKESWAP
Partnership with listing sites: Coinmarketcap, Coingecko,
Blockfolio

Q3 - 2021
PARTNERSHIP
Listing on centralized exchanges in terms of MXC, Hotbit, Kucoin…
MARKETING
More marketing to promote the project.
TRADING SIGNAL APP FOR TRADER
Social platform for trader to share your story about your trading
career – Beta version

Q4 - 2021
Launching social platform for trader
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